CLOUD TRANSFORMATION PRIMER
Challenges
Cloudreach
Helps Solve

Disruptive Impact
of Cloud
Transformation

Overwhelming
Cloud Options

At Cloudreach, we know Cloud is a disrupter that provides an immense
opportunity for organisations to achieve a number of benefits.

Accelerate
innovation and
scalable growth

Outdated and
Vulnerable IT
Strategy

Undefined
Success Metrics

Improve
business
agility

Derive new value
from technology
and data

Reduce the
cost of
technology

Our Cloud Transformation Primer provides expert insight and tailored
guidance to organisations seeking to undertake Cloud Transformations. This
engagement is designed for companies that are just starting their cloud
journey or cloud adopters that have stalled. In either case, Cloudreach can help
organisations that are challenged to accurately plot a course forward, and
require outside expertise in understanding the full capabilities of the cloud.
Cloud Transformation Primer
Pre-Workshop Call

Lack of Strategic
Alignment

Improve
operational
efficiency

Brief call to discuss:
 Business
priorities
 Cloud strategy
 Cloud adoption
drivers
 Cloud initiatives
& Challenges
Used to tailor
workshops to
customer
requirements

Current State Workshop

Capture business objectives
and considerations and
identify how the cloud can
help with:
 Business challenges
 Workload types, any
existing cloud use,
volumes and any related
issues
 Commercial
arrangements and costs
 How can the cloud help
business challenges?

Future State Workshop

Outline and plan changes to
existing IT people, processes , and
tools that support the upcoming
journey, such as:
 High-level workload analysis
 How do I manage my new
cloud footprint?
 How do I get there? When
could I get there?
 What will it do to my current
organisation?
 What would define success?

Deliverables: Summary of findings during the workshop, high level timeline and milestones,
identification of early experiments and wins & definitions of success criteria
Customer Resources: CIO, CTO, BUs, Head of Apps, Head of Infra/Platform, CISO, CDO,
Legal, Finance Time Commitment: 2 to 3 days
Cloudreach Resources: Cloud Strategist and/or Cloud Consultant and Cloud Engagement
Manager Time Commitment: 3 to 5 days

Business Case
Development

Delivered as either a 3 day or 5 day engagement, our Cloud Transformation
Primer can help your organisation define your cloud strategy. Contact us today
to learn more about this offer and how if can help your organisation transform
into the cloud.
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